
Dazzler Alison Blaire [Public] 
 

AFFILIATIONS 

Solo 

Buddy 

 

DISTINCTIONS  
- Brilliant Entertainer 
- C-List Socialite 
- Otherworldly Adventurer

Team
 

POWER SETS 

PHOTONIC MASTERY 

 Photonic Blast    Light Control 

 Flight   Enhanced Hearing 
 

SFX: Absorb Sound. On a successful reaction against a sonic attack, convert your opponent’s effect die 
into a Photonic Mastery stunt or step up a Photonic Mastery power by +1 for your next attack. Spend 1 PP 
to use this stunt if your opponent’s attack succeeds.  
SFX: Area Attack. Target multiple opponents. For every additional target, add d6 to your pool and keep +1 
effect die. 
SFX: Dazzling Display. When using Photonic Mastery to create assets or complications, add d6 and step 
up effect die by +1. 
SFX: Immunity. Spend 1 PP to ignore stress, trauma or complications caused by Light or Sound. 
SFX: Unlimited Potential. Step up or double any Photonic Mastery power for one action. If that action fails, 
add a die to the doom pool equal to the power of the die you unleashed. 
Limit: Input Overload. Change any Photonic Mastery power into a complication and earn 1 PP. Recover 
power by activating an opportunity or removing the complication.  
Limit: Mutant: Earn 1 PP when affected by mutant-specific Milestones or tech. 
Limit: Sound Dependent: Shutdown Photonic Mastery when suffering from a sound dampening effect and 
gain 1 PP. Recover Photonic Mastery by activating an opportunity or during a transition scene. 
 

SPECIALTIES (DICE OPTIONS: SPLIT D10 INTO 2D8/3D6 OR D8 INTO 2D6) 

Acrobatic Expert   Combat Expert  Cosmic Expert 
MILESTONES 

LIFE IS NOT A LOVE SONG 
1 XP when you choose to flirt with another hero or watcher character. 
3 XP when your heroic activities put a love interest in danger or your romantic interest in a character puts your team in danger. 
10 XP when you either abandon your love interest at a critical moment or sacrifice something you hold dear in order to preserve 
your chosen relationship. 

STARS IN HER EYES 
1 XP when you pursue a career or entertainment action.  
3 XP when your interest in your career conflicts with your superheroic responsibilities. 
10 XP when you choose to engage in superheroics during a critical career moment or allow others to be in danger in order 
pursue your career. 

 

STRESS 

P     M     E  
This work is fan content. Word Template designed by Brian Liberge of StufferShack.com and Dr. Doom of thedoompool.com. 
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